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FOR YOUR INFO…..




Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month
Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street
SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop

Combined Events – 2021
All events are subject to Covid -19 Restrictions
June

4 Fri
15 Tue
28 Sun

CANCELLED
Herold Wines, Montagu Pass w/lunch (limited to 25
couples)
Lunch, Red Berry Farm
Breakfast Run, Zucchinis

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL
MG - ALL

July

11 Sun
18 Sun
26 Sun

CANCELLED
Tsitsikamma Memorial Run, lunch at Tsitsikamma Inn.
Lunch, Hoeka Toeka, Hoekwil
Breakfast Run, Plett

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL
MG - ALL

August
5-8 Thu-Sun
15 Sun
22 Sun
29 Sun

Visit to Scribante Classic Merc Collection – lunch
@Dutton’s Cove, Herolds Bay
GRMC AGM
Lunch, La Rosa Blu Café, Outeniqua Pass
Breakfast Run, Zucchinis

GRMC - ALL

09h00

GRMC only
MG - ALL
MG - ALL

09h00

MG - ALL
MG - ALL

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL
MG - ALL

September
19 Sun
26 Sun

Bring & Braai, De Vasselot, Nature’s Valley
Breakfast Run, Plett

October
13-16 Wed-Sat
17 Sun
31 Sun

Technical Tour EC
Bring & Braai, Keurbooms Nature Reserve, Plett
Breakfast Run, Zucchinis

November
7 Sun
14 Sun
14-20
26 Sat
28 Sun

Century Charity Run
Bring & Braai, Reitz Farm, Hoekwil
Cape Mog (Morgan)annual tour
Lunch at Reed Valley Wines, Herbertsdale
Breakfast Run, Plett

December

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

09h00

GRMC -All
MG - ALL

5 Sun
10 Fri

GRMC Christmas lunch
Gasoline Alley Braai

12h00
16h30

GRMC only
MG/GRMC

Note: Events labelled GRMC-All or MG-All are open to members of both clubs

Chairman’s Chirp – May 2021
Well winter has arrived – chilly mornings and evenings!! It however should not stop you
from taking your classic car for a run and keep the car in good shape. During May it is
exactly what 44 GRMC members did. The club sponsored a “welcome back member’s lunch”
at the Fat Fish in Plettenberg Bay. All Covid regulations were followed, with the group taking
over the restaurant and only 4 people seated per table. It certainly was wonderful to see our
members after a long time being separated from the club activities and friends. The only
difficulty some of us had was to recognise who was under the mask!! With voices heavily
camouflaged by the masks it took a few seconds to recognise a person. All the classic cars
looked great in the parking lot and attracted much attention from the public who passed by.
It was a joyous occasion with many smiles and great Fish and chips enjoyed by all.

Peter Pretorius welcoming everyone, including new club members

New members Tim & Brigitte Jones from Sedgefield

New member, Peter Martin from Belvidere

Future GRMC arranged events
Having applied a cautious approach to opening up the events calendar, and only having had
one event since restructuring the future events, the GRMC committee has decided to
postpone all future events. This decision has been made, firstly as a result of the country
moving to “ lockdown level two “ and the potential of entering into a third wave of Covid.
Secondly, as very few, if any at all, have yet had the Covid vaccination, we would like to
protect and keep our members safe from contracting the virus. All further events will thus
be cancelled until we know that it is safe for everyone to mix socially, albeit under certain
restrictions. We will continue to monitor the situation and keep you informed. This however
does not restrict you from driving your classic with one or two of your friends. This will be at
your own choice and not under the GRMC banner. Certain car clubs in SA are having
gatherings, but at this stage we will not risk it. Your understanding is appreciated.
Non GRMC events
Porsche gathering
I and Ken Goodenough were delighted to meet-up with the Porsche club from Port Elizabeth
and George who all gathered in Plettenberg Bay. Ten beautiful Porsches were on display and
after much chat about the cars a super lunch was enjoyed at Barrington’s in Plett.

Morgan event to Calitzdorp.
Over the weekend of May 28 -30 the CapeMogclub ( Morgan owners ) – 5 Morgan’s and 3
non Mog owners from GRMC – travelled to Calitzdorp for a relaxing weekend . The occasion
was to support the Klein Karoo Classic Car & Bike festival on the R62 in Calitzdorp.
Unfortunately the event was not very successful with limited support and very few
festivities to enjoy. However as a small group we thoroughly enjoyed the friendly people of
Calitzdorp, good food and wine and being with friends. The weather was definitely chilly as
we bid farewell to autumn and geared up for winter. Nevertheless on our return journey the
roofs were all down! Importantly, the cars had a good run with a total of 506 km travelled.

2021/22 Subscriptions - With the GRMC financial year ending in June, it is time to review
the member subs for the next financial year. I am pleased to advise that the club’s financial
situation is healthy and well controlled by our treasurer Peter Turner. In addition, due to
the Covid restrictions over the past 12months, the events and activities have all but dried up
and thus the club has only incurred limited expenditures. In view of the foregoing your
committee has decided to limit the subs for the next financial year to R100, in place of the
current R220. Peter T will shortly be issuing Invoices for the R100 subs. Your prompt
payment will be appreciated to avoid further follow-up.
GRMC Future - In the previous months Torque I requested input from members regarding
how the club is managed, the activities and events arranged and what we should change to
make the club more effective for the future. Regrettably we have only received one
response, which has raised concerns about the long term survival of GRMC in its current
format. All of the GRMC members are stakeholders and have a say in what is best for the
club. We really need your input as the club should offer what the majority of its members
would like to see. In view of the lack of response the committee has decided to draw up a
list of relevant questions regarding the running of the club. This is in the process of being
developed and will shortly be mailed out to members. When you receive it please take a
few minutes to complete it and return to myself. It is important that we receive your
input.

New members: I bid welcome to the following new members and wish them an awesome
stay with GRMC. We hope to see them as regulars, attending the activities offered by
GRMC.
- Richard and Gill Hutton from Hoekwil. Richard has been a regular supporter of the Knysna
motor show over many years and glad to have him and Gill as members. He has a great
selection of cars comprising of a 2002 Ferrari 360 Modena , a 2000 AC Cobra and a 1987
Chev Camaro .
- Peter Martin from Belvidere Estate in Knysna. Peter is a Triumph enthusiast and has a
beautiful 1970 Triumph TR6. With several Triumph owners within GRMC, I am sure that he
will immediately feel at home.
- Tim & Brigitte Jones from Sedgefield. Tim has a 1960 Austin Healey MK1 Sprite which has
been restored.
Cars under restoration.
I received the following pictures from Mark Barendse (joined in November 2020), giving us
an update on his two restoration projects - a 1958 Austin Healey 100/6 and a 1972 Alfa
Romeo GT 1600 junior. We wish him good luck with the two projects and looking forward
to seeing the cars when completed.

Obituary - Sadly Billy Matthee passed away on Sunday May 30 in Knysna. Billy has had
medical challenges over the past couple of years, but his passing was sudden and
unexpected. While having a quiet personality he was a true petrolhead and loved his Fiat
and Alfa Romeo cars, spending many hours at Ricky Cooper’s workshop chatting to him. His
love for motor racing was evident and his contribution in assisting at the Simola Hillclimb
will definitely be missed. Our condolences go out to his wife, Helen, and his family as they
get to grips with the sad loss of Billy
The Sick Bay : We have 3 lady club members who have recently undergone operations . We
wish them a speedy recovery back to good health again.

- Ann Griffiths has had a back operation in Knysna. Please get well Ann as we need you back
on your post as a committee member.
- Tracy- Ann Graig. Tracy-Ann and her husband John live in Cape Town, but also have a home
in Plett. Tracy-Ann has had a torrid time ,having had 3 hip replacements all not being
successful and now going in for the fourth one !!!. We can only pray that this one will be
successful and we wish her a speedy recovery.
- Marie de la Rey – Marie and her husband Jan joined GRMC in February and live in Groot –
Brakrivier. Marie has also had a hip replacement and we hope that she will soon be mobile
again.
Committee member resignation
Jill Morse who has the responsibility of administration duties for the GRMC committee, has
unfortunately resigned with effect from the end of June. Jill has been performing this duty
for the past 4 years and has made an invaluable contribution as an integral member of the
committee. Her skill and prompt action will definitely be missed. On behalf of the
committee we thank her for the time, dedication and contribution over the years.
SAVVA Classic car insurance: I refer you to my E-mail of May 6 in which we announced all
the details of the new SAVVA classic car and motorcycle insurance scheme. If you have not
yet look at the details and requested a quote from Puma Insurance Brokers, I would suggest
you to do so. Depending on the value of your classic and with whom the car/ motorcycle
currently is insured, there could be a substantial saving. In my case I am saving R700 per
month on my Porsche and Morgan!! On the last page of this Torque you will find the contact
details of Puma Insurance Brokers. It is entirely up to you.
As usual we have incorporated some interesting stories in this Torque for you to read –
enjoy !!
Wishing you some wonderful winters drives and stay safe.
PS. I have just had my Phizer Covid vaccine and will have the second shot during July. While I
had registered and not yet received a SMS with a specific date and time, I just walked in and
got the jab. Have a lookout for vaccination centres in your area.
Cheers,

Peter

HAPPY BIRTHDAY – June 2021
1st Gwen Lilleike
5th Theodor Fronefeld
8th June Turner

2nd John Day
3rd Linda McEwan
5th Susan Dowding
8th Kamila Nortier
th
13 Pamela Waterston 17th Brian Bruce

17th
20th
28th
30th

Abigail Brooks
Lynne Dean
Evelyn Cronje
Peter Vadas

18th
23rd
28th
30th

Haydn Franklin
Jane Wilde
Paula Koncki
Bernie Davidson

20th Bert Grobelaar
28th Mike Stuart
29th Brian Madeley

Shock as Knysna motorist finds snake under his bonnet.
Forget snakes on a plane. Watch out for the one hiding in your car bonnet.
A Knysna man recently got a huge fright when he stopped at a filling station and opened his bonnet
to find a snake inside. A picture of his discovery was shared by “Arrive Alive” on social media over
the weekend, leaving followers with the chills.

KwaZulu-Natal Emergency Medical Services media liaison officer Robert McKenzie said SA has
several endemic snake species, and encounters in urban areas are becoming common, especially
along the coastal belt and areas with high humidity.
“While most people avoid contact with snakes at all costs, encounters with snakes are inevitable.
Snakes will often try to avoid a confrontation with a human. “Most snake venom does not have
serious effects on humans. However, after being bitten by a snake medical advice must be sought.
Don’t wait for symptoms to develop before seeking help,” he said.

In terms of the new SAVVA insurance policy, one must have an SABS approved fire
extinguisher onboard. Perhaps one needs to add a snake bite kit too!

The classic car market in South Africa is booming.
Well, that is the opinion of the newly launched “Classic Car Passion South Africa”, a source
of information for classic car enthusiasts. "Affordable classics have grown for the last seven
years – even last year," says John Tallodi of Classic Car Passion South Africa.

The Money Show’s Bruce Whitfield interviewed John Tallodi, Managing Director at Classic
Car Passion. ‘We just launched the South African branch of Classic Car Passion. It’s been
going for 12 years in Europe. It brings together classic car fans… We offer events, cars for
sale, news items specifically for South African classic car fans…Classic cars are a highly
investable alternative asset class, and South African investors – especially at the lower end
of the market – are piling in.’
If you buy right, it can be financially beneficial… The Hagerty Index tracks various classic cars
over years. ‘Affordable classics’ have grown for the last seven years – even last year. These
are vehicles between R300 000 and R600 000. On Line classic car purchasing at auctions
have grown hugely in the last year. People stuck at home, looking to invest in something
slightly different. The VW Beetle is proving very popular. There are lots of parts for it… and
it won’t break the bank if something goes wrong.
The Beetle is definitely riding a wave right now, and affordable classics might become the
answer to the question of how to attract younger people to the Classic car movement.
Ford Escorts are another Marque that is seeing lots of interest right now, along with
Cortinas of all types. Sheridan Renfield of Sedgefield Classic cars can’t get enough of the
Escort and is exporting many to the UK.
From the almost frenetic activity on Facebook advertising, Gumtree and the like, Mercedes
Benz saloons of all decades have also become sought after as have the BMW saloons of the
80’s and 90’s. If you have some spare cash to invest, you might want to speculate?

Jaw-dropping Joburg car collection features BMW icons
by Hannes Oosthuizen March 30, 2021. https://www.sentimetal.shop/blogs/news

This collector’s BMW-dominated collection is driven by a love of angular design and a strong family
connection.
"Appearances can be deceptive", the saying goes. It's certainly the case when I arrive at this
collector’s premises in Midrand, just north of Johannesburg. It looks like an automotive graveyard!
There are several British classics – all of which look well past the point of recovery – as well as a
number of cars that are earmarked for restoration, a few military vehicles and even a classic
Winnebago.

This smorgasbord is the result of his passion for motoring, but also represents the dedication of his
father, who built the main barn 23 years ago and restores cars for clients. He directs me inside. It
houses a wide variety of cars but it’s immediately obvious that there’s a common theme linking most
of them. “I usually prefer luxurious saloons, especially when they are square-ish in their design.
Rolls-Royces and BMWs are my favourites – I’ve worked for both companies – but overall, I collect
cars that have sentimental value, cars I have fond memories of, or cars that friends and family have
owned in the past. “I also have a soft spot for uniquely South African cars. With the political
sanctions of the '70s and '80s, the local motoring industry was involved in some really interesting
projects and I’m fascinated by the finer details on these cars, from the different badges to the
interior trimmings that were used.”
One of his earliest motoring memories was packing a Volkswagen Kombi – a vehicle that he still
owns – before he and his family headed 300km north-east to his grandmother in Tzaneen. Could it
be that these early memories laid the foundation of his appreciation of squarely-designed cars?
“My grandfather always drove BMWs. He first had a BMW motorcycle and then he owned a 2000,
then a 2500 followed by a 733i, which I currently still own.” The shed contains several project cars
and family-owned cars, many of which are used regularly.
BMW Cheetah
We walk over to a nondescript BMW family saloon, a
1969 BMW 2000 Cheetah, but it grabs my attention
because I’ve never seen one before. He is eager to
explain the significance of this car, “BMW started
manufacturing in South Africa in 1968 with the 2000
SA. These cars were sent to Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe)
in knocked-down form to be assembled. I bought this
one 10 years ago and it is totally original. The previous
owner collected the car from Zimbabwe and drove it
the 1000 km back to his home in Witbank.
Interestingly, I still have the border-crossing papers.
“The only BMW badge on this car is the one on the front grille, which is not a BMW kidney grille but
a Hans Glas GmbH item.” He doesn’t only appreciate these early cars because they are BMWs, but
also because of the historical context.
His history lesson continues as we approach the 2004 saloon.
“As BMW started to run out of the CKD kits to build the 2000
Cheetah here, BMW Germany took control of BMW South
Africa and started production of the 2004. It was essentially
the same car, but it was given traditional BMW frontal styling
and proprietary rear lights. “This is also a totally original car. I
haven’t touched the paintwork or the interior, and it has only
72 000km on the odo. It was part of BMW South Africa’s
museum when I was the manager there. When I left several of
the cars were sold. I eventually found the owner and bought it.
I do appreciate originality. People have their own ideas about
the condition of cars, but a car is only original once in its lifetime. There is no reason to strip and
paint this car, it is not necessary. I drive it and I enjoy it; that’s what it’s about.”

“My grandfather’s first BMW was a 2000. I couldn’t find a similar model in South Africa, so I sourced
and imported this car over a decade ago from the Netherlands. Its engine is currently at an
engineering workshop being overhauled. At one stage I drove it more regularly than any other car in
the collection, simply because it is such an easy and enjoyable car to drive.”
1934 ROLLS-ROYCE PHANTOM III
We move towards the back corner of the shed,
and he moves some parts out of the way. “This is
my Rolls-Royce Phantom III. It is totally original,
totally complete and totally… ahem… in pieces.
This car stood in a shed in the USA for a number
of decades. These were the last Rolls-Royces
produced during the time that Henry Royce was
part of the design and development team. Look
here, these are hydraulic jacks. When you have a
flat tyre, you pull a lever and the car raises itself.
The engine is basically a smaller version of the
Merlin engine that powered the Spitfire. “Each
cylinder has two spark plugs, so 24 in total. Currently one of our problems is to find a capable
aluminium welder because of the glut of aluminium parts it has.” He hands me a rear bumper to feel
how light it is – it seems insubstantial compared with the steel body parts from cars of the same era.
As with a number of the cars in the collection, he found the Phantom III on the internet in 2005.
Remarkably, the interior wool trim is perfectly original.
We walk outside and I can’t help but move towards the military vehicles – I’ve never met someone
who owns such things. This Alvis Saracen troop carrier was used until the early '90s by the South
African Army and police force. There is a good reason why these vehicles are stationed here: “They
are fitted with B80 straight-eight Rolls-Royce engines from the '50s, similar to those fitted in the
Phantom IV. The latter was very rare – only 18 were produced. My father found these troop carriers
when he heard that they were about to be decommissioned. Fortunately, we were able to buy them
before they were sent to the scrapyard, because these engines are exceedingly rare. This particular
one we’ll restore as a complete vehicle because we want to drive it again… we’re currently
overhauling its carburettors.”
As I climb on top of the vehicle I wonder what it would be like to drive it through normal traffic. But
there’s more to see, so we head through the graveyard to a smaller building. I don’t know what to
expect, but he tells me confidently, “I’ve kept the best for last.” As he opens the doors, a small
collection of some of the most sought-after modern-classic BMWs comes into view.
1995 BMW 850CSI

“The 850CSi was essentially an M8. This car’s engine number starts with an S, like all other M-cars’
engine codes. For this model, the V12 engine was enlarged to 5.6L. And this car is a unique
Individual-spec model with Orient Blue exterior paint and buffalo interior leather. It was originally
sold in the UK before being imported to South Africa.
1986 E30 BMW 333I
Another South African special is the E30 333i . “The left-hand-drive E30 M3 was never homologated
and imported for the South African market. So, BMW SA developed and built its own interpretation,
powered by the 3.3L straight-six from a 7 Series. It’s one of only 210 produced. I bought it when I
was working at BMW in 1993. At the time it had 14 000km on the odo. A few years later, I sold it
with only 15 000km showing. I tracked down the new owner years later and bought it back with 88
000km on the clock. Before I did any work on it, I drove it further than I did when I owned it the first
time. Part of that was driving the 600km from here to Tzaneen and back via the wonderful
Magoebaskloof Pass. “Because the previous owner drove the car so often, and I’ve used it liberally,
several of the panels were chipped. I had the nose and mirrors resprayed, the headlamps replaced,
fitted the correct tyres and replaced the windscreen. I spent a huge sum of money on it, but here
she is, looking beautiful. The result is, that for me, this is now more
than just a rare 333i.
“I’ve driven an E30 M3, but I prefer our local version. This 333i is
actually in some way not BMW-ish, because it runs out of breath past
5 000 r/min. It is also heavier than the E30 M3 and very tail-happy. At
the time you could specify power steering or air-conditioning, but you
couldn’t have both. This one is fitted with aircon, which I prefer
because I like the unassisted steering. I ordered a new Alpina exhaust
system, and to my surprise it arrived here, safely in South Africa, in
one piece – from the manifold to the outlets.”
I could easily spend few hours exploring this collection, and listening
to the abundance of anecdotes and snippets of motoring history he has to share. Clearly, this is an
evolving collection, with each respective project requiring restoration and/or management on an
individual basis. He admits more cars find a home here than leave the premises.
1983 E23 BMW 745I
“Until recently, if you’d have asked me what was
my most treasured, or certainty irreplaceable, car
in my collection, it would have been this E23 745i.
Not only were these cars unique to South Africa,
fitted with the M1’s 3.5L straight-six and costing
more than a Ferrari 308 when new, but this one
has a unique story of its own to tell.” He opens the
boot and takes out the model’s sales brochure,
whose pages feature the very same car parked in
front of us. That’s not all – this is a pre-production
unit, the first to be manufactured, and it once
belonged to former Volkswagen AG chairman Dr
Bernd Pischetsrieder, who was head of BMW SA at the time. He was directly involved in the
development of this model. This is also one of only 14 manual E23 745i cars, including a number of
race cars. “The late, renowned BMW driver Tony Viana raced these cars across South Africa; in the
process creating a distinctive piece of local history. This was one of the cars that I never intended to

sell, especially because it is such a uniquely South African car. However, when the BMW Museum in
M nich showed interest in it, I thought that there is probably no better place for the car to spend
the rest of its life. I know it will be maintained and preserved there and that the car will also be
appreciated by each visitor to the museum. Hopefully it will educate them about BMW South
Africa’s colourful history for a long time to come.”
Fortunately for this collector, his collection also includes an automatic example of the E23 745i that
he enjoys driving very regularly.

A Gentleman’s Tourer Part 2.
By Stuart Passey- his first part was published in the April edition of Torque
As in many of one’s endeavours in life, other people’s problems sometimes get in the way and a
general pandemic does nothing for keeping to a programme. At the end of Part 1 the car was at the
body workers and painters. However, things did not go according to plan.
A restoration business in problems and a matrimonial upset (not mine fortunately) had the effect of
putting my job back by months despite my weekly pushing and shoving for progress. In the end I
moved the shell to two ex. P&A Wood chaps in Essex who undid some of the work previously done
and completed the metal work and then painted the car perfectly. I can hardly say how delighted I
was to see the car back at the garage ready for the next stage. Grigio Graffito has never looked so
good as the 77 bus driver must have realised as he stopped to allow the trailer to be backed into the
driveway.

Figure 1 Car arriving back one of the hottest days of the year
A few moments later and it was on the axle stands ready for what was to come.
I mentioned before that I was preparing piece parts ready to be bolted onto the chassis and together
with lights front and rear, badges, battery tray etc. seemingly great strides were made very quickly.

Figure 2 Giulietta in its new home for the next year

Figure 3 Happy days!

A more sedate pace started with the installation of the wiring loom which in itself is straightforward
but confusing when wires to the oil temperature gauge come out from the loom on the RHS side of
the engine bay and a pink tinned-end wire appears under the dash with no rhyme or reason. It is very
satisfying as all the loose ends find homes and then only one or two remain to be traced. I am still at
that latter stage!
The engine was ready and complete with the modified Alfetta sump which now had an oil-temp
sensor boss welded in place. These two items were fitted into place separately and happily without
too much drama. However, the major problems of fitting a 2000 engine in the Giulietta are well
known and occurred and repeated themselves monotonously in the coming weeks.
In anticipation of the engine’s increase in height I had already cut the manifolds short just before the
bends which run under the front chassis rail and would then extend them later to give clearance
along the length of the chassis. I had also anticipated a problem in fitting the engine in the general
sense and had bought a set of the Centerline beautifully machined mounts in preparedness.
However, straight from the box initially and as a pair they did not work as the sump would be so low
as to be a potential hazard over sleeping policemen.

Figure 4 First try at fitting the engine….way too low on the LHS
It ended (for a while) with a temporary spacer on the RHS Centerline mount and a 1300 Normale LHS
mount in place of the Centerline offering. More adjusting and a filing-out of the bottom of the RHS
engine mount slot has allowed the RHS of the engine to be lowered marginally. But all was clearly
not right! The engine was removed.

Figure 5 Engine removed for second assault at fitting.

Just to re-iterate the parameters of the problem, the engine has to be positioned so that the
driveline is straight down the centre line of the car and in one plane, the engine is not too high and
has clearance to the underside of the transmission tunnel, the sump is level, the alternator misses
the steering box and the exhaust manifolds miss the steering column.

Figure 6 Engine hanging and now correctly positioned but look at the distance between the mount and block

Starting from first principles and slightly in desperation I suspended the engine (without its mounts)
and transmission from the crane, fitted the doughnut, the first part of the propshaft and clamped
the assembly in the steady bearing housing. At the same time the tail-end of the gearbox was
supported on the trolley jack. In this way the engine could be centred between the chassis rails and
lowered until the output shaft could be checked for free rotation and the natural driveline
established. What happens to the drive line after the steady bearing housing is taken up in the UJs
on the propshaft in the normal way of things. As this lining-up quality is the single most important
part of the drivetrain and utilises the only fixed point on the chassis, I thought if I get that right
everything will fall into place.
Well it did…. almost! The RHS Centerline mount missed by a mile but by sliding gauge blocks into the
gap between the mount and the block I was able to calculate a thickness for a spacer. A triangular
aluminium spacer to that dimension was machined from the base of an original damaged Giulietta
mount and fitted which filled the horizontal gap perfectly and allowed the block to remain
centralised and at the right height.
However, it was still too low on the LHS. So by bolting the RHS tight and lifting the LH edge of the
sump with the trolley jack that side of the engine only was raised. Backing off the threaded bush
from the mount until it re-contacted the chassis leg gave the dimension for that side’s spacer. An
aluminium disc to that thickness was machined, threaded and positioned between the mount and
the rubber bobbin which then maintained the level of the LHS vertically when the jack was removed.

In effect this latter work served to pivot the engine and I was able to reconfirm that the line of the
crankshaft sat on the centreline of the car. It had also of course lifted the sump on the LHS which
was now horizontally parallel to the floor. Now that’s a result!

Figure 8 New spacer in place.
All the time this engine shuffling was being done the output shaft was still being test rotated. It
continued to sit comfortably in the centre mount and showed no sign of flexure in the doughnut
when turned. The engine mounts were finally tightened. The gear box mount was then permanently
fitted and bolted into place with no spacers needed on the RHS and mini ones 2mm deep on the
LHS. The output shaft still turned happily with no run out on the doughnut.
Bob Hoye had advised me that the Alfetta sump was “an inch and a half” lower than normal in a
Giulietta and this sort of matches my dimensions. I have a lowering of 40mm and an inch and a half
is 38 and bit mm so I am not arguing. Brad Baum in Oregon kindly sent me detail photographs of his
Sprint with a 1750 engine fitted and the the grey car’s sump appears to be at a similar level to his. So
happy days!
Indeed the commom consensus before I started to fit the engine was that I would have to use a 1300
crankshaft pulley to allow the engine to be low enough in the chassis; I suspect that may be the case
for the Spider but perhaps not for the Sprint. As you can see from fig 9 the 2000 pulley is retained
and there is clearance below for belt removeal. If the engine were lower the road clearance would
be correspondingly compromised and I was very anxious to reatain maximum clearance there.
I re-fitted the exhaust manifolds and there is the now the mandatory few mm clearance to the
steering column, but the missing part of the manifold pipes are now fortunately straight pieces
which can now be tacked into place and then the whole assembly removed for complete welding
round the circumference of the joint and then the HiTemp painting.
Positively the last problem in the engine fitting saga is that on full lock the idler arm comes into
contact with the blanking plate covering the hole where the mechanical pump drive shaft was fitted.
I now have an electrical pump in the rear that does away with the interminable old morning cranking
needed to get the fuel to the engine with a mechanical pump. I have made a slim-line cover plate
held on by countersunk screws which replaces the admittedly chunky blanking plate I made earlier
which can be seen below. Whilst this gives 99% travel to the arm a final adjustment of the stop on
the LHS was made to eliminate contact being made. A final triumph is that the reduced diameter S4

Spider’s oil filter fits directly onto the block, misses the steering arm on the LHS and there is no need
for a remote filter and piping with all that entails. Also it is easily accessible via the wheel arch.

Figure 9 space under the pulley and note the
substantial proportions of the fuel pump blanking plate

Figure 10. There was no-one so pleased as I was to
see this space between manifold and column.

Front suspension and rear axle fitted to the car with new springs and shock-absorbers, alternator
wired in place with the original Bosch regulator box retained as a junction box, instruments fitted
and progress is being made.
More to follow!

HEALEY FOR ROAD OR WATER
by Trevor Holland from Austria
At the end of the above article published in last month’s Torque, I touched on the Healey
1000 -- the full title is Healey 1000 / 4. This should not be connected to the Healey 100 -Austin Healey 100 then 100 / 4 followed by the 100 / 6 and 3000 sports cars from the 1950 s
and 1960’s.
The Healey 1000 / 4 was a 4 cylinder 1000cc motor bike from the 1970 s. It was built
between 1971 and 1976 by the Healey brothers ( no connection to Donald Healey ) based in

Redditch . Worcs. UK . The engine for their bike was an upgraded version of the Ariel
Square Four built between 1931 to 1959. The engine over the years had various capacities
( 500 cc - 600 cc and finally 1000cc ) Shown is an Ariel 1000 .

The last Ariel model - 4G1000 ( 40 Hp ) was used as the start point for the Healey brothers
motor bike .When the Square 4 finished production with Ariel the brothers concentrated on
the supply of spare parts --- as these ran out they started producing their own -- so in time
their own motorbike was conceived and put into production . The high cost was always
under pressure so only approx. 25 completed bikes were built. these were rated at approx
50 Hp .

When looking into the Square 4 its soon noted that it was originally designed in the late
1920 s by Edward Turner --- a name which keeps coming up in the motorcycle and
automotive industry. From the Square 4 he went on to be heavily involved with the 500 cc
Triumph Speed Twin of 1937-- this engine lived in the 350cc - 500 cc - 650 cc forms for a
number of years .
Turner originally worked for Ariel then the BSA Group who owned Daimler cars. For Daimler
his team designed both a 2.5 Lt and 4.5 Lt V8 engine which both went into volume
production. The first application of the 2.5 Lt engine was the Daimler SP250 ( Dart ) sports
car which was launched in 1959. A few months later Daimler cars company was purchased
by Jaguar cars who used the engine in the Daimler 2.5V8 / V8250 from 1962 to 1969 and in
the Jaguar Mk 2 240 V8 .
The 4.5 Lt V8 engine was used in the Daimler DR450 / Majestic Major from 1960 to 1968.
While at BSA Turners. and his team built a prototype 3 wheeler (called Ladybird ) This was
early 1960 but the Mini car never went into production.

Turner retired in 1963 and sadly passed away in 1973; a sad loss of another very good
engineer.
A Daimler SP 250 ( they were not allowed to sell it under the Dart name because it name
was owned by another company )

BR Trevor

SAVVA Technical Tip 167 – Welsh Plugs (core plugs)
Some months ago, we discussed overheating problems - the curse of older cars which was
invariably caused by loose or broken fan belt, blocked radiator, or hose problems and the
subsequent loss of water. Recently whilst assembling an old engine, I was reminded of
another problem.
One of the most overlooked parts of water-cooled engines is the core or welch plugs. They
must be the cheapest part of an engine to replace and the most overlooked but If they pack
up unexpectantly, as they usually do, the result can be catastrophic to the engine.
When last did you check the plugs on your engines? Unfortunately, some are situated under
the carburettors and difficult to get to or in the bell housing which means removing the
gearbox, clutch and fly wheel to get to it.
Modern cars have all kinds of goo in the water system which protects the alloy and
aluminium components and also the core plugs to a certain degree. Over the years
however, with the older cast iron engines, anything that resembled water went into the
radiators resulting in the water pumps, hoses and core plugs having a terrible time trying to
survive.
There are two types of plug, a cup and a saucer. The saucers, which were used on early
engines, are becoming increasingly hard to find and if necessary, one has to revert to using
the modern cup ones. In the past, in desperation, I’ve had to use cup plugs instead of
saucer ones and ground most of the lip off until they were a tight fit and swathed them with
good old Indian Head shellac and tapping them in. Once fitted they did the job.

Ideally, if you can, making or finding brass plugs is the answer. One wonders why vehicle
manufactures didn’t fit brass as standard. Perhaps because it would add a few Rand to the
cost of the vehicle which would be a tragedy for them. Incidentally, I recall seeing a mining
tender for rebuilding engines and they stipulated brass core plugs – I wonder why????
The following pictures show the different plugs. The smaller being an old saucer and the
larger a modern cup.
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